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IC1074 Load-break Switches

Warning: Before any adjustments, servicing, parts replacement
or any other act is performed requiring physical contact with the
electrical working components or wiring of this equipment, the
POWER SUPPLY MUST BE DISCONNECTED.

Introduction
The IC1074A and IC1074B load-break switches are
manually operated triple-pole, single-throw disconnect-
ing switches with an integral interruptor and
stored-energy spring that has the capability of interrupt-
ing magnetizing and load currents within the ratings
shown in Table 1 and printed on the switch nameplate.
Refer to the nameplate for complete ratings of any
particular switch. Do not apply the switch for any duty
where voltage or current values are greater than those
given on the nameplate.
The switches are designed to comply with the perfor-
mance requirements of ANSI Specifications C37.57 &
C37.58. If the switch is closed upon a short circuit within
the “fault closing” rating and the short circuit is cleared
by circuit breakers or fuses, the switch will not sustain
damage which would require major repairs. However,

Table I - Ratings

IC1074B
Stationary

Switch

IC1074A
Drawout
Switch

600
Amperes

IC1074B
Stationary

Switch
1200

Amperes

Type
600

Figure 1.Amperes

Max. Rated Voltage 4.76KV 4.76KV 4.76KV
Impulse Voltage 60KV60KV 60KV the switch should be inspected before returning to

service to determine whether 1) auxiliary blade is
burned, 2) silver plating has been removed from main
blades, or 3) carbon blocks are eroded or broken. Any
of these conditions would require replacement.
Caution: The switch is designed to be installed in a metal
enclosed housing. It is not safe to operate the switch outside an
enclosure.

Dielectric Strength 13.2KV 19KV 19KV
Continuous Current, RMS
Sym.

Non-fused, non-vented
enclosure N/A 540A 1020A

Non-fused, vented
enclosure N/A 600A 1200A

Fused, non-vented
enclosure 540A 540A 840A

Fused, vented enclosure 600A 600A 960A
Short time current, RMS
Sym., 2 sec. 38KA 38KA

Momentary current, RMS
Asym. 61KA 61KA 61KA

Fault closing current

Un-fused, RMS Asym. N/A 61KA 61KA
Fused,RMS Sym. 38KA 50KA 50KA

Load Current Interrupting,
RMS Sym. 600A 600A 1200A

Excitation Current,RMS
Sym. 12A 12A

Mechanical life, # operations 500 500
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IC1074 Load-break Switches

Operation
Operation of the switch is accomplished by manual
rotation of the handle through a 180-degree arc. The
handle is not free to rotate however until all mechanical
interference and key interlocks are cleared and the
manual Pull release mechanism is pulled forward (See
Figure 1). DO NOT FORCE THE HANDLE IN EITHER
DIRECTION. Normal operating force is approximately
50 pounds. If the handle does not move with normal
force it is due to interference by interlocking mecha-
nisms. Forcing could damage the mechanism. The
switch has a positive closing and opening operation
supplied from the stored energy of a spring and thus
quick make and break are assured independently of the
rate of motion of the handle. However, the handle
should be moved with full positive motion in both
directions. As shown in Figure 1, the switch handle is
operated with one hand while the PULL release is
actuated by the other hand.
Arc interruption is accomplished by the use of an
auxiliary blade which operates inside an arc chute. (See
Figures 2 and 3.) The auxiliary blade contacts open
after the main current-carrying blades part and thus
initiate an arc inside the chute. The hot arc releases
gases from the plastic chute in such volume that the arc
is blown away from the rapidly moving spring-actuated
blade, and cooled by contact with the chute side. The
auxiliary blade continues to move so as to catch up with
the main blades and provide the required air gap.
A positive linkage in the operating mechanism, in the
final 25 to 35 degrees of handle opening motion,
provides added force for the operator to force open
blades that could have been welded from fault closing or
other unusual conditions.

• *
• •

lm
* ©

I• •

Figure 2. Switch opening sequence.

Figure 3.

Mounting
The IC1074B switch is designed for stationary mounting
inside a metal enclosure. It contains line and load
terminal pads for bolting incoming and outgoing
conductors directly to the switch. The operating handle
is an integral part of the switch assembly but is designed
so as to be accessible outside the enclosure. The en-
closed switch assembly is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Dimensions are shown in Figure 18.

The IC1074A fused switch is designed for stab connec-
tion at line and load terminals located inside a specially
designed enclosure arranged to accommodate the
switch, either on tracks or wheels. Enclosed stab-
connected switches are shown in Figures 6,7, 8, 9, 10 and
11. Dimensions are shown in Figures 19 and 20.

Interlocking
The IC1074A withdrawable switch assembly has mechani-
cal interlocks to prevent withdrawal from the stab-in
position unless the switch blades themselves are open.
Likewise, the assembly cannot be inserted to its stab-in
position unless the switch blades are in the open posi-
tion.
The IC1074B stationary mounted switch, when mounted
inside a metal enclosure, has provisions for interlocking
to prevent operation of the switch unless the door is
closed. When the switch is closed, the door cannot be
opened.
Both types of switches have handles designed to accom-
modate key interlocks to lock “open” and to lock
“closed”. Lock location determines the function; the
lock- closed lock is located in the socket nearest the
enclosure whereas the lock-open lock is located in the
socket away from he enclosure. ITE (Gould) (Kirk)
Type FN lock with V^inch bolt extension, or Superior
Interlock Type B-7003 (same bolt extension ) can be used
for key interlocking. (See Figure 8)
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IC1074 Load-break Switches
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Figure 4. Figure 5. Figure 6.

Figure 7. Figure 8.
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IC1074 Load-break Switches
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Figure 9. Figure 10.

Power Fuses
Silver-sand current-limiting fuses are available up to a
continuous rating of 630 amperes for installation on the
IC1074A drawout switch. The switch is designed to
accommodate the bolt-on version of the silver-sand fuse,
but clip mounting is available.
Fuses are available up to 960 amperes continuous for the
Fixed-mounted IC1074B switch. (See Figure 5 for typical
installation in an enclosure.) These large fuses must be
applied as line protectors for short circuit only, relying
upon branch circuits or backup overload protection by
other means.

Handling
It is always preferable to handle equipment by the lifting
means provided. Figure 13 shows the recommended
method of lifting a single section, while Figure 14 shows
the recommended method of lifting a lineup.
Note that the lineup in Figure 14 is suspended from an
equalizing bar. A lineup should be supported at as many
points as possible. If there is insufficient headroom to
lift the panel by its lifting beam, then a track jack can be
used. Figure 12 illustrates how a track jack can be placed
under the crate to raise the equipment. Rollers can then
be placed under the skid for rolling the equipment to its
final location. The panel should then be raised by its
lifting beam, the shipping skid removed and the panel
set into place.
The use of fork-lift trucks is not recommended, since the
forks may damage the enclosure or interior parts of the
equipment, and the equipment becomes very unstable
when lifted from the bottom. If no other method of
handling is available, the forks must go under the skid
bottom to avoid damaging the equipment, and the
assembly lifted only slightly to allow the skid to be slid
along a flat, level surface. However, the recommended
method is by crane as pictured.

Installation
Receiving
Switch enclosures are fabricated as rigid, floor-mounted,
self-supporting steel sections requiring no floor sills.
They are crated and shipped in an upright position and,
when received, should be kept upright.
Plastic stretch wrap is normally used for domestic
packing with the steel enclosure sections bolted to a
wooden skid. After receiving, the plastic stretch wrap
may be removed, and the equipment handled on the
wooden skid.
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IC1074 Load-break Switches
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Figure 13.
Figure 11.

Figure 12.

Figure 14.
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IC1074 Load-break Switches

Placement of Enclosure
It is essential that the panel be securely fastened in a true
upright position on a level surface to permit proper
operation. It should be located on a carefully prepared,
level, non-combustible floor surface so that the switch
can be rolled out easily.
When the panel has been put into place, it should be
checked, and if not level, shimmed as necessary. For
switches of the drawout-type, no shims should be placed
under the front portion unless the floor will later be
built up in order to eliminate raised surfaces over which
the switch would have to be moved when entering and
leaving the enclosure. The panel can then be bolted to
the bottom of the enclosure. Refer to the outline
furnished with each panel for the floor plan showing the
location of the bolts.
Storage
Switches and switch equipment should be stored in a
warm, dry location free from dust and corrosive gases or
fumes.
Switch Alignment

Before operating the IC1074A or IC1074B switch, a slow
closing of the blades should be made to check align-
ment. Rotate the switch shaft by using a wrench to
engage flat surfaces on right end of shaft. In this way,
blade alignment may be viewed before full switch
operation.
Maximum permitted misalignment of main blades is
0.040 inches. Auxiliary (flipper) interrupting blade must
not deflect or bind as it enters the arc chute. Make sure
auxiliary blades pivot freely without binding.
Cable Connections

Connections to the IC1074A drawout switch are to be
made same as described for Limitamp® Controllers in
GEH-3091. Please refer to that publication for detailed
cabling instructions. Cable connections to the IC1074B
stationary switch may be for either line or load service, or
both. Figure 5 shows a stationary switch arranged for
feeder service from the internal ac power bus through
current-limiting fuses to a load. The metal barrier
shown on the right-hand side is not normally supplied
for this arrangement. With this barrier removed, the
outgoing feeder cable may exit top or bottom of the
enclosure in the area occupied by the barrier.
Any IC1074B stationary switch supplied in an enclosure
for incoming line service will contain L bars above the

switch similar to those shown in Figure 5 below the
switch. In such a case, the barrier on the right side is
included to provide isolation for cable entering from
below and connected to the top of the switch.
For through power bus connection to Limitamp control-
lers, refer to GEH-3091.

Adjustments
In the event the switch requires major repair, and
disassembly is necessary, basic reassembly and adjust-
ment of blades is done with the operating links removed.
Switch Blades
The gap in the main blade contacts (boss-to-boss) is 0.20
inches maximum and 0.15 inches minimum.
Minimum arc chute gap is 0.11 inches. The arc chute
must be completely free of cracks, and no grease or oil
should be present on the chute.
When assembling new blades, close blades on stationary
contacts, then tighten the contact and hinge spring-nuts
until theyjust go flat, and then back off as follows:

IC1074A-one turn.
IC1074B-one-half turn on the hinge spring nut, one
and one-half turn on the contact spring nut. With the
blades fully engaged the stop bolt (located just below the
contact spring) should have a 0.015 inch clearance.
Operate the switch several times to make sure blades
open cleanly.
With the blades closed, align the arc chute with the
flipper (flipper bolt tight) and tighten the arc-chute
support bolts.
Adjust the flipper blade so that after the main blades are
fully seated and the flipper blade is latched in the arc
chute, the flipper will have 0.03- to 0.09-inch free travel
before striking its stop. When the flipper is released
after being pushed against its stop, it must return
through the 0.03- to 0.09-inch free travel through spring
action.
Rotate the main blade and the unlatched flipper blade
to check flipper-blade alignment in the arc chute. Bend
the flipper blade as required to prevent binding in the
chute. Slight rubbing is permitted. Align the main
movable blade with associated stationary contacts to
within 0.03 inches by loosening and adjusting the
movable-blade mounting assembly at the base.
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IC1074 Load-break Switches

Shaft and Operator Assembly Enclosure Door Interlock
(Stationary Switch) See Figure 17.With the blades pushed to the fully closed position, and

the handle in the CLOSED position, reassemble the
operating links. The adjustable pivot bolt should be
tightened to 33 foot-pounds. Adjust the closed shaft stop the main spring positioning rod, and hence rotation of
screw so the adjustable pivot goes over center (see sketch the switch shaft unless the door is closed. The rod

blocking plate, which is actuated by a plunger through
the face of the switch mounting, should be adjusted to
just clear the main spring positioning rod with the
plunger protruding 0.5-inches beyond the face of the
switch.

To prevent closing the switch with the door open, a
mechanical interference interlock blocks movement of

Figure 15).

A/ ADJUSTABLE PIVOTBLADE IN
CLOSED POSITION

0.12“ TO 018" PLUNGER

0.5"-J SPRING RODROTATION TO
CLOSE SHAFT

FACE OF
SWITCH

Figure 15. Main switch blade position.
As shown in Figure 16, adjust the driving chain to obtain
a gap between the cam and driven pin of 0.06 to 0.18
inches. Chain tension should permit approximately 0.5
inches side-to-side slack.

SWITCH CLOSING

Figure 17. Door Interlock.
Switch Lubrication

Apply lithium grease to:

Blade hinge

Blade contact

Drive spring rod where it passes through brass guide
busing

DO NOT put grease on flipper blade or arc chute.

DRIVEN PIN
CAM

(SWITCH CLOSED)
f
\
\
\ -

0.06" TO o.ie"

Figure 16. Driving cam adjustment

Open the switch with the handle. Adjust the open shaft
stop screw to obtain a 4.75- to 5.25-inch gap between the
movable blades and the stationary contact.
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IC1074 Load-break Switches

Dimensions

T®'/®J - MOUNTING HOLES FOR 1/2 IN. DIM. ANCHOR BOLTS
K - SPACE AVAILABLE FOR INCOMING CONDUIT
P - RECOMMENDED POSITION FOR INCOMING POWER CONDUIT
0 - RECOMMENDED POSITION FOR INCOMING FEEDER CONDUIT

(IF U5ED)
U - SWITCH INCOMING POWER TERMINAL CONNECTION (IF USED)

6-1AT - SWITCH FEEDER TERMINAL CONNECTION
t 1FRONT

4
TOP VIEW

7-1/27-1/2
7-7/6I 34

T 4
Ti .

BOLTED
SWITCH

7FT GINFUSES
IF USED II

6FT 3-1/2

a77'* f >
T7-1/2

30
X

FRONT VIEW
A- 1000 •

A

\ 2-1/2
<LX - INDICATES TERMINAL LOCATION -

APPROX. FOR CABLE LENGTH
^ - APPROXIMATE UNCRATED WEIGHT ADD 5/. FOR DOMESTIC

SHIPPING-ADD 20/. FOR EXPORT SHIPPING

30
2-1/2

9o
t FRONT 1-1/2NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS UNDER 6 FT ARE IN INCHES

6
FLOOR PLAN

Figure 18.
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IC1074 Load-break Switches

Dimensions 5-1/1
2- A«SfI 4-*

B - INCOMING POWER TERMINAL CONNECTION
B1 - AC POWER BUS
C - CONTROL LEAD TERMINAL BOARD
E - GROUND BUS TERMINAL CONNECTION
G - SPACE REQUIRED TO OPEN DOORS 90 DEGREES
H - AISLE FOR SWITCH REMOVAL
J - MOUNTING HOLES FOR 1/2 IN. DIA. ANCHOR BOLTS
K - SPACE AVAILABLE FOR INCOMING CONDUIT
N - RECOMMENDED POSITION FOR INCOMING CONTROL CONDUIT
P - RECOMMENDED POSITION FOR INCOMING POWER CONDUIT
Q - RECOMMENDED POSITION FOR INCOMING FEEDER CONDUIT
T - SWITCH FEEDER TERMINAL CONNECTION

T
h 1-1/4i1 4-1/2

3-1/24-1/2 T
f >1/2t 1-1/4

i
TFRONTT
TOP VIEW

CIF USED)

A
3-1/2-*

5-5/B

LI
8-1/2

L2 x
8-1/2 - 11-1/2L3

4-1/4 7FT 6IN5-5/0-
Tl-x

9
T252

9
T3

Al
21 ROLL OUT

SWITCH1 1—HI
[> 30 •

L.H. SIDE VIEW
34

FRONT VIEW

A-900 * A

I © 2-1/2* - INDICATES TERMINAL LOCATION -
APPROX. FOR CABLE LENGTH

A - APPROXIMATE UNCRATED WEIGHT ADD 57. FOR DOMESTIC
SHIPPING-ADD 207. FOR EXPORT SHIPPING

21-3/4 ©I 2-1/2
o4- 374NOTES ALL DIMENSIONS UNDER 8 FT ARE IN INCHES f FRONT T

1-5/0
8

FLOOR PLANFigure 19.
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IC1074Load-break Switches

7-1/2Dimensions
2 1

TB1 - AC POWER BUS
C - CONTROL LEAD TERMINAL BOARD
E - GROUND BUS TERMINAL CONNECTION
G - SPACE REQUIRED TO OPEN DOORS 90 DEGREES
H - AISLE FOR SWITCH REMOVAL
J - MOUNTING HOLES FOR 1/2 IN. DIA. ANCHOR BOLTS
K - SPACE AVAILABLE FOR INCOMING CONDUIT
N - RECOMMENDED POSITION FOR INCOMING CONTROL CONDUIT
P - RECOMMENDED POSITION FOR INCOMING POWER CONDUIT
0 - RECOMMENDED POSITION FOR INCOMING FEEDER CONDUIT
T - SWITCH FEEDER TERMINAL CONNECTION

® 1-1/4
_

14-1/2 -2LOWER
/UNIT® 5

7-1/4 1 1-1/4 Kg;o 5- 1/2 i
4-1/2

t FRONT \T
UPPERN TOP VIEW UNIT(IF USED)

jl
HI*-2-1/8£

DRAW OUT
SWITCH

.6
5-5/B-* £ 4-1/2-H&2-1/2-

L 3 4I6-1/2 UPPERL2 + UNITl©6-1/2 1 Is-1/2L3 ^ KIPPER 42-1/2- k- 4-1/4 4 7FT 6INUNIT r*O
XLOWER QC y®1UNIT LOWER

UNIT
1>"50 j* - 4-1/2
4

54 *i32 i
DRAW OUT

SWITCH
l
l

44
GL.H. SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW

yr\W p
®; 1/2 t

6-1/4
2-7/8-*A - 1700 « 2-1/2

lK

* - INDICATES TERMINAL LOCATION -
APPROX. FOR CABLE LENGTH

* - APPROXIMATE UNCRATED WEIGHT ADD 5% FOR DOMESTIC
SHIPPING-ADD 20% FOR EXPORT SHIPPING

k-1-11/16
UPPER UNIT

6
LOWER UNIT i 4-1/2-

14-3/B 1I

1 3
_L I\T U A 6-1/2

5-3/e" f
NOTEt ALL DIMENSIONS UNDER G FT ARE IN INCHES 4 C

T FRONT t
2-1/2

T - ®1-1/2
7-5/8

FLOOR PLAN

Figure 20.
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These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations in equipment nor to provide for every possiblecontingency to be met in connection with installation operation or maintenance. Should further information bedesired or should particular problems arise which are not covered sufficiently for the purchaser’s purposes, thematter should be referred to the GE Company.

GE Electrical Distribution & Control
General Electric Company
P.0. Box 489, 6801 Industrial Dr., Mebane, N.C. 27302
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